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This case study summarizes the situation regarding demand response in Texas. Texas has one of
the most competitive retail electricity markets in the world, with a market structure that has
major similarities to GB. Texas has developed a substantial demand response market totaling
approximately 2 GW out of an annual peak of 68 GW,1 with the total potential demand response
estimated to be 18 GW,2 or 26% of the annual peak. This case study describes the existing
programs and activities now underway to increase demand response in the market.
Texas Market Overview
Texas is comprised of two areas, with 85% of the state’s electricity under the purview of the
Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT) and the Public Utilities Commission of Texas
(PUCT). ERCOT is the independent system operator that oversees the wholesale power market,
while the PUCT oversees retail services

.
Figure 1: The ERCOT grid covers approximately 75% of the land area in Texas and 85% of the
load.
1

‐ Paul Wattles, “Demand Response and ERCOT Grid Reliability,” Energy Efficiency Forum, Arlington, TX, May 23,
2012.
2
‐ Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, “2012 Assessment of Advanced Metering and Demand Response,”
December 20, 2012.
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There are five major types of market players. First, generation is provided by independent,
competitive, and lightly regulated companies owning generation assets. Second, ERCOT
operates the transmission grid and settles the wholesale market. Third, transmission and
distribution are provided by regulated network companies – Transmission and Distribution
Service Providers, TDSPs – that are not permitted to offer retail electric service either directly or
through affiliated companies. TDSPs provide metering, with virtually all customers in having
smart meters (fifteen-minute interval data retrieved daily, plus other functionality). Fourth, retail
service is provided by Retail Electric Providers (REPs) who compete for end use customers.
Fifth, third party aggregators and energy service companies offer demand response and other
services to end users. ERCOT is the primary driver for demand response.
ERCOT manages the flow of electric power to 23 million Texas customers. As the independent
system operator for the region, ERCOT schedules power on an electric grid that connects 40,500
miles of transmission lines and more than 550 generation units. ERCOT also performs financial
settlement for the competitive wholesale bulk-power market and administers retail switching for
6.7 million premises in competitive choice areas.3 ERCOT is a membership-based nonprofit
corporation, governed by a board of directors and subject to oversight by the PUCT and the
Texas Legislature. ERCOT's members include end-users, cooperatives, generators, power
marketers, retail electric providers, investor-owned electric utilities (transmission and
distribution providers), and municipally-owned electric utilities.
Texas Nodal Electricity Market
The Nodal ERCOT electricity market is balanced and settled based on over 4,000 local areas –
“nodes” – within the overall ERCOT geography. The market has both a “bilateral” market
where market participants arrange to meet their anticipated electric energy needs through the use
of third party supply contracts and a “power pool” market that allows loads to purchase their
supply needs in a Day Ahead or Real Time energy market. ERCOT retail entities have access to
a large “pool” of resources from which they can choose to acquire resources and assign a portion
of their load responsibilities. This structure makes ERCOT similar to other markets in California,
New York, and Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Maryland (PJM). In these markets, a significant
amount of wholesale energy is purchased at open auctions where buyers and sellers reach
agreements in both day-ahead and same-day environments.
Market participants known as Qualified Scheduling Entities (QSEs) have the responsibility for
communicating with ERCOT to purchase energy to meet the REP’s load requirements and for
companies to sell their generation capabilities at prices set by supply and demand on a daily
basis. Retail Electric Providers (REPs), must contract with a QSE to provide coordination and
settlement services for their load customers. REPs may be the same company as the QSE, and
thus contract for energy supply through direct agreements with generators or purchase energy
from ERCOT markets. Although prices in bilateral contracts are confidential, the prices paid by

3

‐ The franchise areas of the four large investor‐owned distribution companies: AEP Texas, CenterPoint Energy,
Oncor, and Texas New Mexico Power. Customers of municipally‐owned and cooperative utilities do not have
competitive choice.
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market participants
p
s for energy in the Day Ahead or Real
R Time noodal markets are publicly
discloseed.

Figure 22: The Texaas electricityy market andd its major pparticipants..
ERCOT
T’s Ancillaryy Services aare those “seervices neceessary to suppport the traansmission of
o energy
to Loads while maiintaining relliable operattion of the transmission
t
n system usiing Good U
Utility
EPs to carry a specified level of opeerating reserves—the aability to
Practicee.” ERCOT requires RE
call up aadditional reesources, whether load increases or reduces, oon varying leevels of shoort notice.
These operating
o
resserves servee as insurancce in case a generating unit goes doown, load iss higher
than antticipated, orr another prooblem emerrges. Most suuch reservees can be sellf-arranged. If a REP
doesn't sself-arrangee all its reserrves, then E
ERCOT purcchases the nnecessary reserves on thhe REP’s
behalf bby operatingg a Day Aheead Market ffor the varioous Ancillarry Services pprograms.
Demandd Response Market
mber of featuures to rewaard energy uusers that
The ERCOT markeet is explicittly designedd with a num
are williing to curtaiil or shift looad as a wayy of helping maintain syystem reliabbility. Thesee demandside resoources are eencouraged to make theeir resourcess available bby respondinng to wholeesale price
signals. Actual dolllar values too be paid forr these resouurces are esttablished inn the form off Market
RCOTClearingg Prices, whhich in a Noodal market are based onn bids and ooffers in thee various ER
operatedd markets. T
The Market Clearing Prrice for Capacity (MCP
PC) expresseed in dollarss per
megawaatt per hour represents tthe price paiid for makinng a capacitty resource (load
(
reducttion or
generatiion increasee) available to the ERCO
OT Grid. Thhe Locationnal Marginall Price (LMP
P)
expresseed in dollarss per megaw
watt-hour reepresents thee price paid for generatiion at a speccific
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locationn on the ERC
COT Grid. T
The same caalculation enngine that E
ERCOT usess to dispatchh
generatiion also calcculates the vvalue of eneergy at everyy electrical bbus in the Transmission
T
n System.
The individual bus load weightted average of all the L
LMP prices in
i a Load Zone is the price paid
by loadss who consuume the eneergy from thhe generationn in ERCOT
T. This Loadd Zone Setttlement
Point Prrice is someetimes referrred to as thee Load Zonee Market Priice or LMPZ
Z. Since this price is
calculatted in real-tiime, it is nott known to eenergy userrs in advance but is postted to ERCO
OT’s web
site imm
mediately foollowing eacch calculatioon of LMPZ
Z.
In the T
Texas markeet, there are eleven Anciillary Servicces program
ms in place, four of whicch are
availablle for particiipation by looads. Thesee are summaarized in thee table below
w.

Table 1: Demand reesponse proograms in thhe Texas maarket.
Voluntaary Load Ressponse
Voluntaary load respponse (VLR
R) refers to a customer’ss independeent decision to reduce
consum
mption from iits anticipatted level in response
r
to market pricces. Thus, V
VLR is not a
structureed demand response prrogram and applies to siituations whhere the customer has nnot
formallyy offered thiis response to the markket as a Loadd Resource. This practice has also been
known aas “passive load responnse” and som
metimes as ““self-directeed load respponse.”
VLR providers mayy gain finanncially from the ERCOT
T markets over and aboove the savinngs they
mption wheen market prrices are higgh. They
may enjjoy on their electric billls from reduucing consum
can do sso by assistiing their RE
EP in meetinng the REP’s supply obligation. Paayments deppend on
the conttractual relaationship witth the REP.
One exaample of VL
LR would bee during perriods when the Load Zoone Price (L
LMPZ) is high, based
on the ddynamics off supply andd demand. A load reduction or loadd shift couldd allow the
customeer’s REP to benefit by sselling the ccustomer’s anticipated
a
ppower requiirements to another
facility w
willing to pay
p higher prices to ensuure service. While pricees will be seet in advancce in the
Day Ahhead market will providde some advaance “price signal” to consumers,
c
tthe market is
i
ultimateely settled on the basis oof nodal priices set in reeal-time. Unnfortunatelyy, there is noo advance
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notification of real-time prices, since they are calculated after each pricing interval. However, a
customer may react to real-time prices that are posted from each execution of ERCOT’s Security
Constrained Dispatch calculation that is occurring every 5 minutes. Those prices ultimately make
up the real time prices. The customer would have to predict real-time prices based on patterns of
pricing observed in prior postings or other factors such as pricing patterns from prior days and
similar hours.
VLR is not reported to ERCOT. However, in analyzing the system peak load in ERCOT for
2011, when the all-time peak occurred, the Brattle Group estimated that VLR accounted for
1,700 MW of demand reduction during scarcity conditions.4 This includes voluntary response to
the day ahead and real-time markets as well (see following).
Day Ahead Market
Customers who have the ability to reduce consumption at certain times of the day or move
energy requirements from one hour to another, may be able to take advantage of ERCOT’s Day
Ahead energy market. These markets operate using ERCOT systems to match willing buyers and
sellers bids and offers for energy for the next day. The prices loads are willing to pay in the day
ahead are matched with prices generators are willing to accept at various locations throughout
ERCOT. ERCOTs computers calculate the LMPs for all settlement points and post these prices
on public web sites. Understanding historical prices and applying supply and demand economics
provide customers with opportunities to reduce their overall costs to serve their electric energy
requirements.
Participation by demand resources in the Day Ahead Market is not reported separately to
ERCOT. The amount of such participation in the Texas market is presently unknown but is
included in the estimated 1,700 MW of voluntary price responsive demand reduction estimated
by the Brattle Group, described above.
Real-Time Market
Customers may request their REP to provide prices equal to the prices ERCOT establishes
during Real Time operations. These prices are provided to the public through web postings or
directly from the customer’s REP to enable the customer to adjust its consumption pattern to
reduce energy at times of high prices and potentially increase consumption at times of lower
prices. Customers need to be careful when structuring contracts with their REPs to be clear if the
REP or the customer will be responsible for ERCOT charges for any Reliability Unit
Commitment Capacity Short Charges. QSEs and their REPs who purposely do not purchase
supply prior to the real time market may be subject to additional charges if ERCOT has to
purchase additional generating capacity. These capacity charges may be passed on to the
customer or may be covered by the REP’s contract
Participation by demand resources in the Real-Time Market is not reported separately to
ERCOT. The amount of such participation in the Texas market is presently unknown but is
included in the estimated 1,700 MW of voluntary price responsive demand reduction estimated
by the Brattle Group, described above.
4

‐ Brattle Group, “ERCOT Investment Incentives and Generation Resource Adequacy,” June 1, 2012, at 99.
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Load Resources
Customers with interruptible loads that can meet various performance requirements can be
qualified to provide operating reserves in ERCOT as Load Resources (LRs, formerly known as
“Loads Acting As a Resource” or LaaRs). In the eligible Ancillary Services markets, the value
of demand response from a Load Resource is equal to the value of having a generator available
to increase its generation at a generating plant. These providers of operating reserves selected
through an ERCOT AS market are eligible for capacity payments, regardless of whether the
Resource is actually deployed (or curtailed, in the case of the LR).
ERCOT qualifies LRs to be able to provide AS based on the load’s available technology, as
follows (see Tables 2 and 3 also):
 Responsive Reserve: Requires that an Under Frequency Relay (UFR) be installed that
opens the load feeder breaker on automatic detection of an under frequency condition or
in the case of a Controllable Load Resource respond similarly to a generator’s response to
frequency change. These loads are also required to be manually interrupted within a 10
minute notice. The load, breaker status, and relay status, if applicable, must have realtime telemetry to ERCOT (through the QSE) installed. Loads qualified for the
Responsive Reserve market are also automatically qualified for the Non-Spin market.
 Non-Spin Reserve: Requires that interruptible loads be manually interrupted (e.g.,
opening a circuit breaker) within 30 minutes notice. The load must also have real-time
telemetry installed.
 Regulation Up and Down Service: Requires that loads through automatic controls
respond by changing consumption to signals provided by ERCOT to increase and
decrease load while meeting rigorous performance monitoring criteria, and also to
provide primary frequency response. The controllable load must also have real-time
telemetry installed and be able to receive certain control information from ERCOT every
4 seconds. Loads qualified for Regulation Up and Down service are also qualified to
provide Non-Spinning Reserve.
 Emergency Response Service (ERS): ERCOT procures ERS by selecting qualified
customers and generators (including aggregations of customers and generators) to make
themselves available for deployment in an electric grid emergency. ERS is an emergency
service designed to decrease the likelihood of the need for firm Load shedding (“rolling
blackouts”). ERS is technically not an Ancillary Service; it is specifically defined as
“Special Emergency Service.”
ERCOT holds daily auctions for the first three of the above four services and quarterly auctions
for ERS. Demand-side resources participate alongside supply-side resources in these auctions.
As with other market options, participation in ERS is via a QSE.
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Table 2: Ancillary S
Services parrticipation rrequirementts in the Texxas market.

Table 3: Requiremeents for partticipation byy demand siide resourcees in the Texxas market.
T estimates pparticipationn in Responnsive Reservves, as of summer 2012, at 900 to 1300
1
ERCOT
MW.5 F
For ERS, ER
RCOT purchased 513 MW
M of resources for thhe period Junne-Septembber 2012. 6
Outlookk for Future Demand Reesponse Proograms
5
6

‐ Paul W
Wattles, Op. citt.
‐ ERCOTT, “Results of the
t ERS Procurrement for thee June‐Septem
mber 2012 Staandard Contract Term,” Mayy 30, 2012.
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Texas policymakers have promoted a strong role for demand side resources in the state’s
electricity market to improve reliability and reduce costs. ERCOT is the primary driver for
demand side participation in its market area, because one of ERCOT’s key duties is to ensure the
availability of sufficient capacity to serve the needs of customers in the ERCOT area. For several
years, ERCOT has sponsored the Demand Side Working Group (DSWG; eMeter/Siemens is a
member) to work out the implementation details of adopted demand response policies and
programs and to propose additional programs. ERCOT works closely with the PUCT in this
arena.
Going forward, the state sees dynamic pricing7 as a key means of achieving the state’s potential
for demand side response. As a result of rules developed by the PUCT, the deployment of smart
meters is designed to support competitive demand response retail service markets through the
requirement for all meters to record 15-minute interval data, and for each customer to be settled
on that data at the wholesale market level. This paradigm ensures that the benefits of any
demand response action taken by a customer will flow directly to the REP in the settlement
process. After an electric distribution utility installs a smart meter, end users – including
residential and small business enterprises – in Texas have the option to choose demand response
services and compatible technologies from a number of competing companies. Eligible demand
response service providers include both REPs and vendors of third-party products and services.
Third-party providers that participate in Texas’s program have noted that they must engage and
educate consumers on the benefits of demand response technology.
The PUCT, ERCOT, and interested stakeholders are also working, via the DSWG, on reducing
barriers to increased demand response participation among smart metered customers. Through a
series of workshops, stakeholders are examining a broad variety of potential barriers, including
(1) the short duration of retail contracts (e.g., 12 or 24 months) that may not allow retail demand
response providers to recover product and service costs, (2) the lack of regulatory requirements
for retail energy providers to offer specific products, (3) limited third-party access to data, and
(4) the reliability of communication networks.

7

‐ FERC, Op. cit.
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